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Abstrak  

We propose the applying of the problem-posing learning model to find out the 

activities and student learning outcomes in learning algorithm and flowchart 

material in the basic programming class. This research is a preliminary study 

that will be used to develop applications/systems/interactive media/games that 

will support the operation of the problem-posing learning model automatically 

in the upcoming basic programming class. The classroom action research 

method was used with the implementation of two cycles involving 38 students 

in the first semester of vocational high school. The process of applying the 

problem-posing learning model uses the pre-solution posing type, which 

requires that each student make a question of the situation that is held, where 

students are expected to be able to make questions related to questions 

previously made by the teacher, then exchange the questions to other students 

to solve them.  The flow of making and solving questions is that students make 

the main case which then completes it in the form of algorithmic answers and 

also a flowchart assisted by the Raptor application. By applying the problem-

posing learning model, it can be concluded that in cycle 1 and cycle 2 the 

achievement of learning activities and outcomes tends to be good. The success 

of this research can provide perspective and guidance for developing basic 

programming applications/systems/interactive media/games that will instill the 

problem-posing learning model in the interaction flow and can introduce 

students early on the problem-posing process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Basic programming is a subject that must be studied by students in vocational high schools, is part 

C2 as the basis of the expertise program, taught only to tenth grade in the first and second semester with 

an allocation of 3 hours of study x 45 minutes per week for a total of 108 hours (KEMDIKBUD RI, 

2018). Basic programming functions as a means of basic understanding in programming languages, a 

EDVLV� IRU� RWKHU� VXEMHFWV�� WUDLQLQJ� VWXGHQWV
� ORJLF� DQG� FUHDWLYLW\� �6\DKLGL��$V\LNLQ��	�$V\¶DUL�� ������ 

According to Likmalatri (2018), basic programming is a subject that teaches and trains students to 

understand and apply programming languages whose functions can also be applied in other 

programming languages. 

Basic programming is one of the subjects that is difficult for students to understand, this has been 

conveyed by several studies. Even though this subject is very useful for students who want to master the 

programming language and its application in making projects. According to Soloway & Spohrer (1989) 

states that to be a reliable expert programmer, a minimum of 10 years of training is required. Some 

studies that state that basic programming subjects are very difficult and have their obstacles in the 

implementation of the learning process, namely from Malliarakis, Satratzemi, & Xinogalos (2014); 

Yang, Hwang, Yang, & Hwang (2015); Kunkle & Allen (2016); Dwinanto (2017); Rozali & Zaid 

(2017); Topalli & Cagiltay (2018). From these various constraints, some researchers have proposed 

good solutions in the form of the application of models, approaches, strategies and learning innovations. 

Including proposing the development of systems, applications, and media by utilizing computer 

intelligence technology to help minimize these problems. However, the same problems were still 

encountered due to differences in the subject or area of the research conducted. 

From the statements that have been submitted by the previous researchers, we directly prove the 

condition by conducting interviews and observations to several schools. We want to know that studying 

the material in basic programming is indeed not easy and has problems. Our findings are from the results 

of interviews with basic programming teachers, that there are obstacles encountered in the basic 

programming learning process. The obstacles faced are learning tends to still be centered on the teacher, 

the level of understanding and absorption of students is low, learning motivation is low, learning models 

are not applied, do not use learning media, low student activities, resulting in low student learning 

outcomes. Based on observations by spreading questionnaires to students, that basic programming 

learning is difficult, students do not like it, they on average propose learning media, and the application 

of learning models in the implementation of basic programming learning. 

Research that has proposed the application of a learning model on basic programming subjects is 

carried out by Daungcharone, Panjaburee, & Thongkoo (2017) which applies the student-centered 

learning model in an educational game scenario for programming learning in C language introductory 

material. Research by Hong & Chu (2017) who applies computational problem-solving learning models 

in game-based learning scenarios for programming learning on a variable, if-else, and while loops. Then 

from Kiss & Arki (2017) applying game-based learning models in game-based learning scenarios for 

programming learning in language introductory material C. Research from Stigall, Sharma, & Member 

(2017) which applies constructivism learning models in game-based learning scenarios based on virtual 

reality for programming learning in object-oriented programming and binary search material. Research 

by Debabi & Champagnat (2017) applies pedagogical teaching and learning models in serious game 

elements for programming learning in algorithmic material. Next is the research from Hsu & Lin (2017) 

who applied the problem-based learning model in the element of digital game-based learning in 

computer programming learning. 

We also adopted a study by Hirashima, Yokoyama, Okamoto, & Takeuchi (2008) who developed 

an interactive learning environment system called Monsakun, embracing the interaction of problem-

posing learning models for elementary school students. In the study of Supianto, Hayashi, & Hirashima 

(2016) the application of problem-posing to the system of Monsakun can be described as a series of the 
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composition of sentence cards in three available cards slots. Students can submit problems by arranging 

the sentences given and the session requires students to continue to cause problems until they can cause 

problems to meet the requirements. As a result, students make many compositions of sentence cards in 

three available card slots. Furthermore, the Monsakun system of communication continues to experience 

very dynamic development, this can be seen in the results of research from Supianto, Hayashi, & 

Hirashima (2017) where the Monsakun system of communication is used as a means to analyze and 

evaluate student attitudes, students' mindsets, and even systems that understand what thought of 

students. The development of the MONSAKUN system by Supianto & Hafis (2018) utilizes data logs 

to explore patterns and data relationships to understand learning experiences and identify the status of 

student traps in the learning process. 

Research that proposes the application of problem-posing learning models to basic programming 

subjects, conducted by Kunimune & Niimura (2014) which develops an educational game system that 

applies elements of problem-posing learning models to learning programming in basic C programming 

language materials, but the obstacle faced is that students tend to be confused and do not understand the 

implementation of the problem-posing learning model so that in the research suggestions section they 

recommend conducting an initial introduction or preliminary study to introduce the model. 

Based on this background, the field of research we undertake is a preliminary study that proposes 

the application of the problem-posing learning model with the type of pre-solution posing that is applied 

in basic programming classes. We aim to find out the percentage of activities, learning outcomes, and 

as an effort to introduce the implementation of the problem-posing learning model to students. This 

research contributes as a preliminary study to develop applications/systems/interactive media/games 

automatically based on problem-posing learning models to improve learning in basic programming 

classes in the future and provide solutions so that learning basic programming tends to be easier. What 

distinguishes it from previous research is that the research we are proposing now is an initial step in 

developing a product in a scientific and directed manner. The need for this preliminary study has been 

submitted by Kunimune et al. (2014) which is one of the objectives to introduce the proposed model to 

potential end-users of the product to be developed. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Types of Research 

This study proposes the use of a type of classroom action research. The purpose of this classroom 

action research is to improve practice in learning. According to Rapoport (1970) in Hopkins (2008) 

states that action research is carried out based on concerns about the practical problems directly faced 

by people, in which this action research can contribute to overcoming the problem by referring to the 

agreed framework together. 

The theory from Kemmis (1983) in Hopkins (2008) explains that action research is a reflective 

investigation with the main actors are learners who are advised to apply collaboratively, where in the 

world of education it has its utility as a process in developing school curricula, professional 

development, programs in improving the quality of schools, system planning, and references in making 

policies. 

Action research from Mills (2003) in Hopkins (2008) states that teachers or researchers conduct 

systematic investigations aimed at exploring information relating to school processes in operation, 

teacher techniques in teaching, and ways students learn. According to Arikunto (2014) in the 

implementation of classroom action research there are four stages need to be done namely 1) Planning; 

2) Actions; 3) Observations; 4) Reflection. A diagram of the stages of a classroom action research can 

be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Classroom Action Research Methodology 

Based on Figure 1, according to Arikunto (2014) mention that if finished with the second cycle and 

not satisfied, can continue with the third cycle, the method and stages are the same as the previous cycle, 

suggesting a minimum of two cycles. If the results of the second cycle are different from the first cycle, 

it is clear that the researcher must carry out the third cycle and then until strong conclusions are obtained. 

If the result of the second cycle is the same as the first cycle, that means there is stabilization. Based on 

this theory, researchers conduct classroom action research consisting of at least two cycles. 

The processes in the implementation of each stage in cycle 1 were adapted from the research of 

Syahidi et al. (2018), namely as follows: Compilation of plans (arranging schedules, learning plans, 

instruments for observing student activity sheets, and evaluating instruments in the form of objective 

tests); Actions, namely the implementation of class actions carried out three times a meeting; 

Observations which in this case are observations of student activities; Reflection is carried out to assess 

what has been produced or what has not been completed at the action stage based on the results of the 

evaluation at the end of the cycle and the observations. The implementation of cycle 2 for the preparation 

of the plan is based on the results of reflection in cycle 1. The activities carried out in cycle 2 are intended 

to improve and enhance learning cycle 1. However, the researcher determines that research must be 

carried out at least 2 cycles if cycle 1 has achieved indicators of success while cycle 2 done to reinforce 

action. 

Scenarios for the Application of Problem-Posing Learning Models in Pre-Solution Posing Types 

Actions in building problems and new questions that have the purpose of exploring certain 

conditions or reformulating problems based on the problems provided are definitions of the problem-

posing learning model (Silver, 1994). In the study of Hirashima et al. (2008) defines the core in the 

implementation of problem-posing namely students can make various problems and submit them, some 

students may repeatedly make the same problem, or make simple problems useful for learning. 

Furthermore, Suryosubroto (2009) argues that one of the suitable learning models to be able to improve 

student learning activities is to apply the problem-posing learning model. This learning model can be 

used to lure students to find the knowledge gained through efforts to find relationships in the information 

learned, to improve student learning activities in the classroom. 
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According to Silver & Cai (1996) explain that asking independent questions in problem posing can 

be applied to three cognitive activities namely: Pre-Solution Posing, Within-Solution Posing, and Post-

Solution Posing. The syntax in applying the problem-posing learning model according to Suyitno (2004) 

is as follows: explaining the material from the teacher, giving examples of questions, students are asked 

to send 1 or 2 questions, students complete questions, teachers provide assessments and homework. 

Scenarios carried out in this study refer to and adapt from previous theories and research. The 

scenario of applying the problem-posing learning model with the pre-solution posing type in the basic 

programming class for the algorithm material and flowchart is shown in Figure 2. Pre-Solution Posing, 

that is if a student makes a question from the situation that is held. So students are expected to be able 

to make questions related to questions made previously by the teacher. 

 

Figure 2. The Problem-Posing Learning Scenario is the Pre-Solution Posing Type 

Location and Time of Research 

This research was conducted at the Muhammadiyah 3 Singosari Vocational High School located at 

Ken Arok Road, Number 9 Singosari, Malang Regency, East Java, Indonesia with learning activities 

conducted in official classrooms. After conducting the observation process to several schools, the 

researchers made a selection based on the level of concern faced by the school, especially in the process 

of learning basic programming. The school which has been chosen as the place for conducting this 

research is one of the schools of concern and has enough potential problems for researchers to be able 

to contribute to improving the process of learning basic programming. 

Research Subject 

In this study involving subjects namely all tenth graders of multimedia expertise programs totaling 

38 students consisting of 26 male students and 12 female students, in the first semester. 

Research Protocol 

The rules and ethics in this study adhere to the theory in Hopkins (2008) which states that the rules 

and ethics in conducting classroom action research consist of 1) Researchers must ensure the integrity 

and quality of research by designing, reviewing, and doing it; 2) Giving clear direction to the research 

staff and subjects related to the objectives, methods, and results of the research to be achieved; 3) 
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Keeping information and respect related to the subject and respondent in the research; 4) Participants in 

the research can be ascertained not forced, free from anything, and they must be voluntary; 5) Avoiding 

things that endanger the study participants; 6) Avoiding conflicts of interest/partisanship and having 

clarity in the independence of conducting research. Beyond these things also implied about the principles 

of procedure in the commitment to carry out classroom action research such as negotiations in research, 

rules to become observers, and other things that can affect the performance and results of research. 

Type of Action 

If the results obtained do not meet the established success indicators, then the research continues 

for the next cycle. The cycle will end if the results of the research obtained are appropriate or even 

exceed the target of the indicators of the success of the research. 

Research Instrument 

Some instruments used in data collection are: 1) Student activity observation sheet, which has a 

function to assess the level of student activity during learning; 2) Objective test sheet with the type of 

multiple-choice questions that serve to evaluate student learning outcomes carried out at the last meeting 

of the cycle referred to as the final evaluation cycle. 

The indicator of Research Success 

To find out the success of this study, the researchers determined the success indicators as follows: 

a. Student activity in a class is said to be achieved when it reaches the final average value with a 

SHUFHQWDJH�RI�������RI�VWXGHQWV�DFWLYHO\�LQYROYHG�LQ�WKH�ILQDO�YDOXH�RI�WKH�VWXGHQW�DFWLYLW\�F\FOH�DQG�

classically achieve well qualifications (Adapted from Winarno, 2013). 

b. Student learning outcomes in a class are said to be achieved if the individual learning completeness 

RI� VWXGHQWV� ZLWK� D� YDOXH� RI� �� ��� �PLQLPXP� FRPSOHWHQHVV� FULWHULD� IRU� DOJRULWKP� DQG� IORZchart 

material on basic programming subjects) and the average grade of classical learning completeness 

RI� VWXGHQWV� ZLWK� SHUFHQWDJHV� �� ���� RI� VWXGHQWV� KDYH� FRPSOHWHG� LQGLYLGXDOO\� �$GDSWHG� IURP�

Mulyasa, 2013). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Learning Process with the Application of Problem-Posing Learning Model in Pre-Solution Posing 

Type 

For the first cycle of the first meeting with an allocation of 3 x 45 minutes (three hours of study). 

The learning process takes place namely the teacher opens the learning activity by saying greetings, 

distributing student worksheets about the algorithm, conveying the learning objectives in the form of 

basic competencies that must be achieved, conveying concisely and clearly about the application of the 

problem posing learning model (what should students do?), all students seem to pay attention, after the 

material is delivered then the teacher gives examples of questions and how to solve, the teacher gives 

the opportunity to all students to make questions of the conditions given along with recommendations 

for answers about the algorithm material that must pass the validation first by the teacher shown in 

Figure 3, the teacher invites students to exchange questions with other students, students who have 

exchanged questions are instructed to complete the questions, after that the teacher invites students one 

by one to present the questions obtained and the answers are given has been equipped with guidance 

from the teacher to find the truth of their answers, then the teacher directs students to draw conclusions 

from the algorithm material, the teacher makes a summary based on students' conclusions, and closes 

the lesson for cycle 1 of this first meeting. 
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Figure 3. Problem-Posing Activity in the First Cycle of the First Meeting 

From the results of the process in the first cycle of the first meeting students tend to still look stiff 

because they are still adapting to the application of the problem-posing learning model, which they 

previously learned conventionally, the teacher delivered the material and students were quite attentive 

if there were practices and assignments. By applying this problem-posing learning model, students feel 

forced to be active in class, because according to the theory that problem-posing can increase student 

activity when learning takes place, students must find their knowledge through making questions, even 

though they are guided by the teacher so as not to out of context. 

Based on Figure 3 it can be seen that, students are directed to make questions that have diversity, 

at first the teacher instructs to make questions and recommendations on answers related to algorithms 

for addition operations, then generated various forms of questions, they tend to make an average 

question which is almost the same as before, the difference is the pattern of sentences and the conditions 

shown by the question, but still have the same purpose. The teacher in the first cycle of the first meeting 

provides examples of questions that tend to be easier, so students can absorb slowly. The 

recommendations of their answers also look very varied, some use 7 lines of an algorithm and some use 

6 lines, but the goals and results are the same. 

For the first cycle of the second meeting the material presented is a flowchart with the Raptor 

application, students are still constrained to use the Raptor application, then the teacher gives a repetition 

of practice and material again, after students feel they have understood the material, the teacher gives 

the opportunity to all students to ask questions about conditions given along with recommendations for 

answers in the material flow diagram shown in Figure 4. The teacher invites students to exchange 

questions with other students, students who have exchanged questions are instructed to complete the 

questions, after which the teacher invites students one by one to present the questions that are obtained 

and completed answers using the Raptor application with guidance from the teacher to find out the truth 

of their answers, then conclude the material and close the meeting. 

The results obtained from the first cycle of the second meeting are that on average it can be seen 

that students do not look stiff in learning by applying the problem-posing learning model, they begin to 

adapt and familiarize conditions that require them to be active in learning, but they have a little difficulty 
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when using the Raptor application because it is the first time, where there is still a connection between 

the previous material, namely the algorithm before making a flowchart using the Raptor application. 

 

Figure 4. Problem-Posing Activity in First Cycle of the Second Meeting  

Seen in Figure 4, the teacher gives the conditions for a flow reduction operation diagram, then 

students make various types of questions and answer recommendations that are immediately practiced 

in the Raptor application, they play on the pattern and sentence conditions, but still have the same goal. 

Then for the first cycle, the third meeting was evaluated with an allocation of 2 x 45 minutes (two 

hours of study). The final evaluation of cycle 1 aims to determine student learning outcomes. All 

students were asked questions with an instrument that was made in the form of an objective test with 

multiple-choice items totalling 25 items, which included algorithmic material and flow diagrams 

assisted by the Raptor application. All students are prohibited from cheating, they must be independent 

and must believe in individual abilities. All students tend to look quite serious and thorough when 

working on problems, running in an orderly, and smooth manner. After the first cycle is completed 

which consists of three meetings, the next stage is reflection which aims to evaluate the implementation 

of cycle 1 and improve all related technical matters. 

The implementation of the first meeting cycle 2 is almost similar to the first meeting cycle 1, the 

difference is in the example of questions that are more complicated than before. This time the teacher is 

more directing questions for cases of formulas in mathematics and cases in everyday life, such as box 

formulas, triangle areas, how to make a cake, and so on. The students were very enthusiastic in the first 

meeting of cycle 2. Figure 5 is an example of a question made by students along with recommendations 

for answers that have also been validated by the teacher. 
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Figure 5. Problem-Posing Activity in Second Cycle of the First Meeting 

Can be seen in Figure 5, also found students who ask questions that the conditions of the soccer 

field have similarities with rectangular patterns, their ideas like this must be appreciated because they 

begin to try to build their knowledge by varying various forms of questions that also have a purpose that 

same. In the second cycle of the first meeting, indeed all students are more serious and not rigid, they 

are very trying to make questions and answers, and try to give their best answers if they have done the 

process of exchanging questions. 

The findings obtained from the second cycle of the second meeting are that the application of the 

problem-posing activities went well because this is the fourth process in applying the learning model, 

so students also tend to understand the material and activities that must be carried out. Recommended 

questions and answers are presented in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Problem-Posing Activity in Second Cycle of the Second Meeting 

Seen in Figure 6, with the same conditions they play on the pattern and condition of the sentence, 

but still, have the same goal. The findings in the field are that all students no longer have difficulty in 

operating the Raptor application to create a flowchart, all students tend to look very serious in making 
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questions related to circle cases and recommending their answers using the Raptor application. The 

development of the question form is very unique for each student, drawing several and equating 

triangular patterns with roof shapes. Various forms of questions are indicators of the implementation of 

problem-posing that can make students active, develop, and build their knowledge. The final evaluation 

of cycle 2 is the same as Cycle 1, but the questions asked are different from the questions that have been 

tested at the end of cycle 1 evaluation. 

The implementation of cycle 2 consisting of three meetings has been completed, then a reflection 

phase is carried out aimed at evaluating the implementation of cycle 2 and knowing the achievement of 

all related technical matters, especially in terms of implementing problem-posing implementation. It 

was found that the application of problem-posing began to be understood and students had applied it 

smoothly according to syntax. Algorithms and flow diagrams also tend to be understood by students, 

because of the repetition of the material for the second time in cycle 2. Furthermore, in terms of the final 

results of the activities and learning outcomes are also good. Based on the results obtained, the values 

and conditions have met the indicators of research success, therefore the implementation of this 

preliminary study stops at cycle 2. 

Student Activities 

To obtain student activity data in this study used non-test type observation instruments with the 

instrument used was the observation sheet. Observations were made by two observers, each of whom 

was assigned to observe 19 students. Observations were made to obtain a general picture of student 

activities from the beginning to the end of the learning process, according to the steps in the problem-

posing learning model. 

The indicators of the student activity observation sheet in this study adjust to the steps in applying 

the problem-posing learning model and adapting to Paul B. Diedrich's theory in Sardiman (2014) which 

classifies student activities, namely: visual, oral, listening, writing, drawing, motor, mental, and 

emotional. 

To determine the qualifications of activities in this observation, according to Kunandar (2013), it 

was done by using a range of scores from 0 to 1, namely for the activities of students who were given 

³\HV´�ZLWK�D�VFRUH�RI���DQG�IRU�DFWLYLWLHV�WKDW�ZHUH�QRW�³QR´�ZLWK�D�VFRUH�RI����$V�IRU�WKH�VWHSV�WR�SURFHVV�

the results of student activities observed, namely as follows: 

1. Give a score for each aspect observed. 

2. Add the acquisition score. 

3. Entering the acquisition score into the calculation of student activities is done by the following 

formula: 

����������� L �
m����������������

y������������
���ÚÙÙ¨   (1) 

4. Providing information on student activity scores is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Description of Student Activity Score 

Student Activity Score Qualification 

91% - 100% Very Good 

71% - 90% Well 

61% - 70% Enough 

0% - 60% Less 

Source: Adapted from Riduwan & Akdon (2013) 
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The assessment of student activities was carried out by two observers, who observed all conditions 

based on the statement on the observation sheet totaling 16 items. The details of the 16 statements are 

presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Statements in Observing Student Activities 

No. Activity Indicator Statements 

1 Visual Activities Students pay attention to the teacher when describing the material of the 

algorithm and flowchart 

2 Visual Activities Students pay attention to the teacher when giving examples of questions in the 

form of problems in the daily environment relating to the material of the 

algorithm and flowchart 

3 Visual Activities Students pay attention to the teacher when completing sample questions 

4 Listening Activities Students listen to the descriptions conveyed by the teacher during the learning 

process 

5 Listening Activities Students discuss with teachers about material that is not yet understood 

6 Oral Activities Students ask questions to the teacher after the teacher presents the material 

description 

7 Oral Activities Active students ask questions in learning 

8 Motor Activities Active students conduct experiments to make question recommendations 

9 Motor Activities Active students conduct experiments to make recommendations for answers 

10 Writing Activities Active students make recommendations for questions 

11 Writing Activities Active students make recommendations for answers 

12 Mental Activities Students actively solve questions given by other students correctly and 

precisely 

13 Mental Activities Active students present questions that have been obtained along with answers 

14 Emotional Activities Students are interested and eager to follow basic programming learning by 

applying the problem-posing learning model 

15 Emotional Activities Students dare to express opinions to other students about the questions they 

have completed 

16 Emotional Activities Students dare to conclude the material they have learned 

 

Based on observations made, can be known that the average student activity in the first cycle of the 

first meeting was 70.88% with sufficient qualifications. In the first cycle, the second meeting increased 

to 73.13% with good qualifications. So, by looking at the average activity of students in cycle 1, it can 

be concluded that the activity is at a percentage of 72.00% with good qualifications. The achievements 

of student activities in cycle 1 have not yet been fulfilled. There are still a few statements of student 

activity that are dominated by enough categories. This tends to be caused by students who feel unfamiliar 

with the application of problem-posing learning models that require students to be active in the learning 

process, students still do not understand the material, students tend not to understand the questions and 

recommendations expected, students still tend not to express their opinions in conclude the material 

being studied. However, in the first cycle of the first and second meeting the most striking is the value 

of the statement that students are interested and eager to follow basic programming learning by applying 

the problem-posing learning model, with the findings we assume that they may only feel the application 

of learning models that require students to follow all the rules in the syntax of the problem-posing 

learning model, even though they feel this arrangement has a good impact because it can make students 

active in class and also learn to be organized and orderly. The findings from cycle 1 are used for the 

process of reflection in the application of action in cycle 2. The results of comparison of observations 

of student activities that have been carried out in both cycles are shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Results of the Average Student Activity Between the First Cycle 

and Second Cycle 

The average activity of students in the second cycle of the first meeting was 76.94% with good 

qualifications. In cycle 2 the second meeting increased to an average value of student activities, namely 

81.56% with good qualifications. Then the average activity value of students in cycle 2 obtained a 

percentage of 79.25% with good qualifications. Compared to the value obtained in the first cycle the 

first meeting rose 6.06%, the second meeting rose 8.43%, and the average value rose 7.25%. This shows 

an increase in each statement between the acquisition of cycle 1 and cycle 2 (see Figure 7). Progress is 

seen in statement number 8-13 which is the main indicator of the syntax of the problem-posing learning 

model. Most likely is that students tend to understand what must be done when learning basic 

programming by applying the problem-posing learning model. Achievement results obtained from cycle 

2 activities have met the indicators of success. The increase in student activity occurs as a whole due to 

the adaptation of students in applying the problem-posing learning model, from the 4 times face-to-face 

meetings that have been conducted, very clear it is seen that students process to understand the rules or 

things that are done in basic programming learning by applying this problem-posing learning model. 

Student Learning Outcomes 

In Arifin (2014) stated that the method of scoring objective tests in the form of multiple-choice 

questions there are three types, namely as follows: scoring without correction of answers, scoring is an 

answer correction, and scoring with different weight items. 

In this study took the form of scoring without correction of answers, namely scoring by way of 

each item answered correctly received a value of one (depending on the weight of the item). Student 

scores are obtained by calculating the number of items answered correctly, and there is no reduction in 

the score if the answer is wrong. Using the following formula: 

� L �
n

z
���ÚÙÙ    (2) 

With a value scale of 0-100 

Information: 

S = Score of students given 

B = Number of correct student answers 

N = Number of all questions 
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Student learning outcomes are obtained based on the results of the final evaluation conducted at 

every third meeting in each cycle. In the Depdiknas (2004) states that mastery learning is the 

achievement of learning outcomes for the level of mastery of competence. 

Achievement of learning outcomes in cycle 1 states that 21 students achieved complete predicate 

with a percentage of completeness 55.26%, while students who achieved incomplete predicate with a 

percentage of 44.74% were 17 students. It was also found that the results obtained by students from the 

final evaluation of cycle 1 with a minimum score of 52 and the maximum value were 88. After the final 

evaluation of the first cycle was carried out then a reflection for learning outcomes was carried out, after 

reviewing the results obtained still did not meet the research success indicators because the student's 

PDVWHU\�VFRUH�KDV�QRW�UHDFKHG������DQG�WKH�DYHUDJH�JUDGH�RI�VWXGHQWV
�FODVVLFDO�OHDUQLQJ�FRPSOHWHQHVV�

has not reached a percentage of this 75%. 

Achievement of learning outcomes for cycle 2 which experienced a significant increase compared 

to the results of the final evaluation of learning outcomes in the previous cycle. The result is that 29 

students achieved complete predicate with a percentage of completeness of 76.23%, while students who 

achieved incomplete predicate with a percentage of 23.68% were 9 students. The results obtained by 

students from the final evaluation of cycle 2 with the achievement of a minimum score of 52 and the 

maximum value is 96. The increase in student learning outcomes is an impact of student activity which 

also increases. Reflections from the results of the final cycle 2 evaluation are stated to have met the 

research success indicators for student learning outcomes. 

As for the comparison of the average value of student learning outcomes between cycle 1 and cycle 

2 is shown in Figure 8, where for cycle 1 the average value is 69.68 with incomplete predicate while for 

cycle 2 the average value is 76.53 with the complete predicate. The increase that occurs for the average 

value of student mastery learning is 6.85 points. For completeness of individual learning on learning 

outcomes in cycle 2 has succeeded in meeting the success indicators set out in this study. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of the Average Value of Student Learning Outcomes Between the First 

Cycle and the Second Cycle 

Next is the comparison of the average grade of classical learning completeness of students between 

cycle 1 and cycle 2, for cycle 1 the average value is obtained with a percentage of 55.26% while for 

cycle 2 the average value is obtained with a percentage of 76.32%. The increase occurred for the average 

grade of classical learning completeness of students with an increasing percentage of 21.06%. For 

classical learning completeness in learning outcomes cycle 2 has succeeded in meeting the success 

indicators set out in this study. 
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Based on the results of observations of activities and learning outcomes of students who have 

applied the problem-posing learning model in the basic programming class, the final results obtained in 

cycle 2 tend to be better than the cycle 1. Learning by applying the problem-posing learning model is 

very active for students to interact and high curiosity, besides that the acquisition of student learning 

outcomes also tends to be very good. In line with research that is relevant to the research conducted 

now, namely from Fatoni, Irianto, & Prasetya (2013) who carry out classroom action research by 

applying problem-posing learning models combined with think-pair-square models in web design 

programming classes at secondary schools vocational, the result is an increase in student activity during 

the implementation of cycle 2, the students showed very actively and enthusiastic. Then student learning 

outcomes also improved during the implementation of cycle 2 with 90% of students completing 

classically. 

Then from Purnamawati, Nur, & Nuridayanti (2017) where this study applies a problem-posing 

learning model in vocational high schools in electrical engineering classes with the result that there is a 

very good change and improvement when the learning process by applying the problem-posing learning 

model especially in practical classes compared to conventional learning. Problem-posing can also 

increase students' critical thinking skills and their freedom to make things/submit things they know. 

Finally by Aryani (2018) who applied a problem-posing learning model on algorithmic and 

programming material, where the interaction carried out was the availability of questions containing 

real-life stories, algorithms containing program structure, answers or solutions containing the level of 

program execution, the context of the questions, the type of question (filling in program code snippets 

or compiling program code snippets) and containing the cognitive domain level in bloom taxonomy. 

The results obtained from this study are excellent student activities and also very good student learning 

outcomes. Especially for the problem-posing itself is very suitable when applied to the case of 

programming and the combination with critical thinking models. Some researchers have explained the 

results of their research and agreed that the problem-posing learning model is very suitable to be applied 

in vocational high schools, more specifically for programming classes. The results of the effects of 

applying the problem-posing learning model compared to conventional models have also been reported 

with a very good increase in student activity and learning outcomes. 

After determining the good effect of applying the problem-posing learning model in the basic 

programming class, the results of this study will be further utilized to design and build 

systems/applications that will automatically embed the syntax of the problem-posing learning model in 

the flow of interaction automatically with artificial intelligence in the realm of integrated educational 

media technology. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, a preliminary study with classroom action research in applying the problem-posing 

learning model of the pre-solution posing type to the algorithmic material and assisted flowchart of the 

Raptor application for basic programming classes in the tenth grade of vocational high school has been 

carried out. This study concludes that by applying the proposed model it is known the results of student 

activities for cycle 1 with a percentage of 72.00% well quality and for cycle 2 there is an increase of 

79.25% with well quality, then for achievement in student learning outcomes in cycle 1 with the 

percentage of classical completeness which is 55.26% with an average value of individual learning 

completeness of 69.68 and in cycle 2 it has increased for the average value of individual learning 

completeness which is 76.53, for the percentage of classical completeness of 76.32%, success in this 

study we will have an impact on the preliminary study that we conducted, so we have gotten a picture 

to develop applications/systems/interactive media/games that will support operations in applying the 

problem-posing learning model automatically in the upcoming basic programming class. 
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Future work for this research can produce applications/systems/interactive media/games that 

automatically apply the syntax of problem-posing learning models in the flow of interaction that will be 

implemented in basic programming learning as one of the innovations in learning media. 
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